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Denial is deadly



• Life is good
• Don’t worry it will bounce 

back it has before
• The market has a habit of 

equalising out
• We have to keep the assets 

running
• This warmth is quite nice
• I don’t understand or want to 

listen

The temperature has changed

• We have a major crisis
• No time we need to react fast
• Let’s use this to our advantage
• We need to innovate
• Create high performance now
• Radical thinking required
• Speak to me and give me 

feedback

Myths
• Oil is finite
• Growth is constant
• Saudi’s control oil price
• Can’t make renewals 

work
• UK is stable and low risk
• CCS is the solution to 

climate control

The 20th Century will be known 
as the oil century and easy 
money

The 21th Century will be known 
as the renewal and sustainability 
century where oil money will be 
hard to get

Today is a major crisis and we 
enter chaos and uncertainty



Moving to a VUCA world 

We really need a change in Mind-set and leadership skills



► Brent Oil futures ( Dec 2015 )
► 2016         $37  - 46 / bbl
► 2017         $46  - 52 / bbl
► 2018         $52  - 56 / bbl
► 2019         $56  - 58 / bbl
► 2020         $58  - 59 / bbl
► 2021+       $59  - 60 / bbl

Lowest average in 
last 12 years

Lowest average in 
last 12 years

Highest peak 
production

► Continuous 
drop on 
GDP since 
2010

► Gross unit costs for the UK
► Operating costs
► Sustainable capex
► G&A
► DD&A estimated costs
► Others
► $50 - $100 per boe in UKCS

Case for Change 1 – VUCA World

► Climate change
► CO2 Up  402ppm
► Global Temp   Up  1.0 degC
► Artic Ice Do  13.3%  in 10 yrs
► Land Ice Do  287 b tons / yr
► GHG Call for min 30% reduction



Case for Change 2 – Increasing Threats

Large over-supply of Oil and Gas around the globe
 2.5 times the amount of reserves globally when compared with 1980
 Over 30 billion barrels of crude held in stock tanks
 OPEC effectively lifting the cap on production rates and ‘fight’ to maintain market share
 Drive to reduce hydrocarbon usage and cut in green house gases
 Concerns over Far East growth

68 projects deferred with a total capex of $380 billion
 Delayed spend from 2016 to 2020 is $170 billion
 2.9mm bpd deferred production until at least 2020
 Average gross breakeven of delayed projects is $62/boe

Price is rarely the only factor slowing down FID’s (many other risks)
 Need better understanding of the future market conditions
 The portfolio affect for most international businesses 
 The ability to execute and deliver predictability / quality
 Competency, capability and capacity

UKCS basin
 The highest cost basin in the world 
 Complexity, structure and variable performance
 Political landscape over the next 12 months
 The speed that we can really transform ourselves
 Not competitive ( by a long way ) on a global scale in terms of access to finance 



$30 oil 
price

$30 oil 
price

Invest 
cost

Invest 
cost

R
eturn on investm

ent negative to a m
ax of 3%

Investable basins

Needs unit costs to 
drop to sub $40 / boe 

and Oil price to be 
above $55/boe for 
future investment

Case for Change 3 – Where would you invest?



Understanding context is essential 

Technical
Third

Context
Second

Behaviour
First

Column1

 Normal

 Past/Current/Future State
 Strategic
 Intuition
 Understanding unit costs
 Understanding commodity prices

Can we work 
together

and trust each 
other?

Do we really 
understand the 

challenges 
ahead and deal 

with them ?

Do we have the 
competency, 
capability and 

capacity to 
deliver the right 

quality?

 Collaborative
 Less Threat
 Forward Looking
 Positive
 Realistic



COMPETITION

COLLABORATION
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Most oil companies
Good steady state
Stable environment
Low risk
Slow

Major change
Competitive advantage
Transition
Threats
Fast
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Changing our culture is stressful

Stress due to 
misalignment

Need a big 
dose of vision 
and courage 
to make this 

work



Circle of Transformational change

Management

Leadership

Coaching



Making it work - Psychological transition

Organisation and psychological change is not easy; it is pretty difficult and needs 
a strategy, a process and competency to transition to a new state

Einstein’s quotes (The requirements for tomorrow’s leaders)
 Any intelligent fool can make things bigger, more complex and more violent.

It takes a touch of genius and a lot of courage to move in the opposite direction
 Imagination is far more important than knowledge
 The only really valuable thing is intuition
 Weakness of attitude becomes a weakness of character

Organisation Development capability is essential
 Understand the individual and current team cultures and how the teams wish the future 

culture to be
 Engage and create the purpose, values and behavioural expectations for the business
 Understand what the Big hairy goal for the business is and the gaps/actions to get there
 Ensure everyone understands the business drivers and priorities for success
 Provide team building and individual coaching to allow the psychological change to happen
 Develop and drive forward an effective communication plan

Use a structured approach
 Address the endings first
 Have the courage to work in the neutral zone
 Create the shoots for new beginnings

time

Endings

New
Beginnings

Zone

Neutral



Conclusions

We could go the same way as the UK coal industry or we need to reinvent ourselves
as in the UK car industry

We live is a VUCA world, but our projects are up to 10 years in duration so we need 
further insight into future risks and uncertainties.  We need new skills and behaviours 
to help us compete for capital / investment

We need to fully understand our economic engine and what levers are required to 
ensure we rank competitively

Organisational change along with transformation behavioural / psychological change is 
extremely hard and requires excellent leadership, strong courage, expertise / coaching 
and most of all persistence

To make the change happen, we must believe in it, be passionate about it, work 
together in a truly collaborative environment

It is all about changing our perceptions and thinking, only then we can change our 
destiny.

So…………………………………



What we think becomes our destiny

We are only successful  through  :-
The People in the Team, the culture which we create and the 

environment in which we work  

What we need is more

‘Mindfulness’

As this creates our thoughts


